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Dear Editors,
The recent article “Evaluation of the clinical effectiveness 

of microkinesitherapy in post-traumatic cervicalgia: 
A randomized, double-blinded clinical trial” is probably one 
of the most ambitious study, from a methodological point of 
view, published on this topic. Such studies are a necessary first 
step to move forward in manual therapies.

However, we have several concerns about the statistical 
analysis proposed and we would like to provide an alternative 
analysis of the raw data supplied by authors.

First, the proposed analysis focus on within-group 
differences (pre-post intervention). The authors show 
statistically significant improvement of the primary outcome  
pain assessed by visual analogue scale (VAS), and the 
secondary outcome flexion-extension amplitude in the 
microkinesitherapy (MK) group when results for patients 
in the control group show no significant difference. On this 
basis, the authors conclude on the efficacy of MK. However, 
as pointed out by Senn1, such way of doing is inconsistent with 
the aim of randomized controlled clinical trials (RCTs). RCTs 
require direct comparisons between outcomes of the different 
groups. Gelman2 and Nieuwenhuis3 also pointed out that the 
difference between “significant” and “not significant” is not 
itself statistically significant. Consequently once again, when 
making a comparison between two effects, researchers should 
report the statistical significance of their difference rather than 
the difference between their significance levels.

When authors proposed between-group analyses, only 
post-intervention outcomes were compared and the baseline 
differences between groups were not took into account. 
However, in the present study, a boxplot suggests that VAS 
pre-intervention was smaller in the control group than in the 
MK group (see fig 1). Moreover, the choice of an independent 
t-test to compare post-intervention outcomes appears to us as 
an invalid approach considering the small sample sizes (leading 
to a non-normal distribution of the samples mean).

Last, the minimal clinical interesting difference (MCID) 
is nowhere mentioned, nor the expected variability of the 
corresponding effect. Hence, the required sample size to detect 
the effect with 80% power was not calculated upon clinical 
bases but upon statistical considerations: “Sixty patients were 
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Figure 1. Visual analogue scale distribution per group and per treatment 
period. Note: VAS=Visual Analogue Scale; MK=Microkinesitherapy

planned to be included in the protocol. This number allows 
satisfying the conditions of validity for the reasonable use of 
the chosen statistical tool.” As a result, the statistical power is 
unknown and probably much less than 80%. The authors stated 
that “the reduced number of participants could have resulted in 
limiting the statistical strength of the tests. However, the results 
show a level of significance much higher than the 5% threshold 
retained.” We want to mention here that a low statistical 
power not only reduces chance of detecting a true effect, but 
also reduces the likelihood that a statistically significant result 
reflects a true effect, as Button5 pointed out.

Considering (a) the study design (RCT), (b) the primary 
outcome properties (The VAS being only ordinal considering 
that a given change in one patient may be of different 
magnitude than the same apparent change in another Kersten6) 
avoiding parametric statistics for analysis.), (c) the between 
group difference in baseline VAS (fig. 1) and (d) the difference 
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Figure 2. Visual analogue scale change score distribution per treatment group.
Note: VAS=Visual analogue scale; MK= microkinesitherapy.

Figure 3. Median visual analogue scale and 95% percentile boostrap 
confidence intervals per and between group(s). Note: VAS=Visual analogue 
scale; MK= microkinesitherapy.

Figure 4. Flexio-extension’s amplitude change score and 95% percentile boostrap confidence intervals per and between group(s). Note: MK=microkinesitherapy.

in shapes of the VAS change score in each group (fig 2) 
invalidating the use of the independent Wilcoxon sum rank 
test for median comparison, none of the analyses proposed by 
authors is suitable for the estimation of the treatment effect. 
A proper statistical analysis would be to estimate difference 
in median VAS change scores (pre-post intervention) between 
groups using bootstraping approach. The corresponding 
estimated difference in medians (see additional information 
for R code) was -1.2 mm in favor of the MK group, and the 
associated bootstrap percentile interval at the 5% level was 

[-4.0 ; 0.1] (fig 3). Thus, the difference in medians was not 
statistically significant.

F o r  t h e  s e c o n d a r y  o u t c o m e  ( a m p l i t u d e  o f 
flexion-extension), the estimated difference in medians was 
10.5 degrees in favor of the MK group, and the associated 
bootstrap percentile interval at the 5% level was [-0.5 ; 
20.5] (fig. 4). Thus, the difference in medians was also not 
statistically significant.

In the context of unknown beta risk, it is impossible to 
conclude anything from these non-significant results.
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